Response of fabric insert injection overmolding pp based composites subjected to single and muti-impact
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ABSTRACT. This paper presents the results of a current study on the development and impact response of composite plates manufactured by injection overmolding on the two sides of a single reinforcement fibre mat. The injection polymer is a talc-filled polypropylene, nowadays used for structural purposes. Three configurations with different insert fibre mats were used: Kevlar, biaxial and multiaxial glass fibre mats. The parameters studied were the fibre mat type and the impact energy. For single impact tests, it was concluded that the highest impact energy required to achieve impactor perforation is obtained with Kevlar insert, while the highest percentage of energy recovered is achieved with biaxial glass fibre netting. Kevlar insert also allows for the maximum impact stiffness. For the multi-impact tests, the recovered energy and the dynamic stiffness show the same tendencies of the single impact tests. On low energy impacts, the effect of the insert fibre and of the previous impact are quite reduced, while for impact energies above 6J, previous impacts reduce significantly the recovered energy and the impact energy for which the perforation was achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the manufacture and performance of a single piece final product made from a fibre mat insert with polymer injected overmolding in both sides. Polymers and fibre mats have very different mechanical properties but should remain safely bonded throughout their useful life.
Traditional overmolding is a two-stage sequential process in which a previously injected rigid polymer substrate is overmolded with a more flexible thermoplastic material. The final component is a single piece composed by two polymers with very different mechanical properties. The adhesion between the two materials is the key for a successful practice use, by which the component must be safe and the interface remain permanently bonded. Nowadays, polypropylene (PP) is a widely used material for structural purposes because of its mechanical properties, reasonable cost, easy processing and recyclability. Optimization procedures for overmolding parameters have been developed and published [1-4].

Recently, fibre reinforcement mats have been used as the substrate material for some applications where final stiffness can play important role. The overmolding process requires the merging of several characteristics to increase its functionality, including combinations of mechanical strength and touch feeling or grip ability, cushioning against vibration or impact, or esthetical factors like gloss. The rigid substrate provides the basic mechanical properties for structural purposes while the soft polymer cover adds the desired user comfort and product functionalities.

The increasing use of overmolding components can be seen in applications such as automotive interiors, medical devices, telephone keypads, toothbrushes, shaving hardware, household appliances and hand tools [5–7]. Nowadays, polypropylene (PP) is replacing traditional engineering thermoplastics for structural purposes in automotive applications, due to its mechanical properties, reasonable cost, easy processing and recyclability.

A low velocity impact event is one of the most dangerous loads on composite laminates, giving rise to different types of damages, including matrix cracking, fibre fracture, fibre-matrix debonding and delamination between different layers [8]. Internal delamination induces premature buckling of the structures with the consequent drop of compressive strength [9, 10] and also in less relevant of the tensile strength [11].

The response of composites subjected to single-impact loading is abundantly reported on scientific literature, also repaired composites [12, 13]. Andrew et al. [13] evaluated the residual compression after low-velocity impacts on GFRP composites repaired by Kevlar chopped short fibres/epoxy and found higher maximum impact load and lower contact time for repaired specimens relatively to the unrepaired ones.

However, scarce information can be found about the performance of composites under repeated impacts. This subject was studied by Morais et al [14], concluding that stacking sequences and laminate thickness have a major influence on the composite’s response under repeated impacts.


The parameters studied were the fibre mat type and the impact energy. The impact response was monitored in terms of the maximum load and displacement, dynamic impact modulus, absorbed and recovered energies and damage area.

In addition to the study of the influence of the aforementioned parameters regarding simple impact response, this work also aims to compare the response of the material to simple impact and multi-impact with increasing energies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Mould</th>
<th>Processing</th>
<th>Injection pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Temp. (ºC)</td>
<td>Temp. (ºC)</td>
<td>(Bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGFm</td>
<td>Talc-filled PP</td>
<td>Multiaxial glass fiber mesh</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGFn</td>
<td>Talc-filled PP</td>
<td>Biaxial glass fiber netting</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Km</td>
<td>Talc-filled PP</td>
<td>Kevlar mat</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Formulation and manufacture parameters of the composites.

MATERIALS AND TESTING

The present work studied impact response using square 100x100 mm2 and 3mm nominal thickness specimens. The overmolding matrix was polypropylene (PP) filled by 20% in weight of talc, Hostacom TRC 352N Titan supplied by Yonde Basel. Three configurations with different insert fibre mats were manufactured, as is summarized in Table 1. In turn, the glass fibre inserts used were fiberglass multiaxial mesh fabric and biaxial fiberglass reinforcing mesh, supplied by HUESKER. The third insert was an Aramid Kevlar 49 mesh, supplied by Toray. The injection moulding process was carried out using a Sandreto 200 Ton machine, using the parameters indicated in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the insert fibre mat placed in the mould.
Low-velocity impact tests were performed using a drop weight-testing machine Instron–Ceast 9340. An impactor with a diameter of 10 mm and mass of 3.4 kg was also used. The tests were performed with the impactor stroke at the centre of centrally supporting the 100x100 mm specimens. Two types of tests were carried out: single impact tests for different impact energies and multi-impacts tests in which the specimens were subjected to successive impacts with increasing energy. For each condition, two/three specimens were tested at room temperature.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Single impact tests**

Fig. 2a) shows typical energy versus time curves, while Fig. 2b) presents the dynamic load against the displacement, both for the three different insert fibre mats samples. All these tests were performed with an impact energy of 6 J. Fig. 2a) also shows that maximum energy was achieved quickly in the Kevlar mat composite, due to its higher dynamic stiffness, as demonstrated in Fig. 3b). For this type of impact energy multiaxial glass fibre mesh has the lower recovered energy, which is quite similar for the other two insert mats.

Fig. 3a) presents the average values of three tests for each condition of the recovered energy versus impact energy, showing that biaxial glass fiber netting insert promotes the highest values of recovered energy, contrary to what happens with multiaxial glass fiber mesh insert which was observed as having a lower perforation energy. Fig. 3b) presents the dynamic impact stiffness (calculated as the ratio between the maximum load and the displacement at maximum load) against the displacement, showing a slow decrease for the three insert fibers only for impact energies higher than 10 J. Kevlar composites exhibit dynamic stiffness more than 25% higher than both glass fiber composites.
Figure 3: Influence of impact energy on response parameters: a) Recovered energy versus impact energy; b) Dynamic modulus versus impact energy.

Figs. 4a) and 4b) show exemplary photos of the damage zones on a talc filled PP with multiaxial glass fibre mesh insert (MGFm) sample tested for impact energy of 6 J in impact side and back side, respectively. As well reported in literature for fiber-reinforced composites [19], higher damage occurred in the backside in which a long failure crack is observed, while in the impact side only a regular plastic deformation caused by impactor occurs.

Figure 4: Exemplary photos of the damage on a MGFm sample tested for impact energy of 6 J: a) Impact side; b) Back side.

Figure 5: Exemplary Cscan images of damaged zones for impact energy of 5 J: a) BGFm mat; b) Km mat.
Some samples were inspected by C-Scan technique, supplied by Physical Acoustics Cooperation, in order to analyze the damaged zone. Figure 5 shows the typical and representative images of the BGFn mat and Km mat samples, impacted by 5J. It is possible to observe that, in spite of the higher damaged area of the Km mat sample, the C-Scan image for BGFn mat insert suggests a much more intense damage. These observations are in accordance with the lower dynamic stiffness obtained in Fig. 3b) for the BGFn mat inserts. Similarly to what happens in sandwich composites, three types of failure can be observed: rupture of the superficial polymer layers, delamination of the interface and in extreme conditions, rupture of the fibers [20].

**Multi-impact tests**

The results of the multi-impact tests (in which the same specimen was subjected to successive impacts with impact energy increasing successively 1J for each test) are summarized in Figures 6 and 7, in terms of the recovered energy (in percentage of the impact energy) and the dynamic stiffness, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the same tendencies of the single impact tests presented in Fig. 3a), indicating that biaxial glass fibre netting inserts promote the highest values of recovered energy. However, the multiaxial glass fibre mesh insert shows the lower recovered energy and perforation energy. Recovered energy decreases parabolic until failure, according with F. Cucinotta et al. [20]. Also, as in the single impact tests presented in Fig. 3b) Kevlar inserts exhibit the highest dynamic stiffness, in contrast to glass fibre inserts (Fig. 7). In any case, a significant difference was observed on the dynamic stiffness values for the multi-impacted specimens in comparison with the single impacted tests, decreasing significantly after the peaking for an intermediate impact energy. This fact is caused by the accumulated damage occurred at the intermediate impact energy.
Fig. 8 compares the results of the recovered energy obtained for the multi-impacts and the single impact tests. The results indicate that for low energy the effect of the insert fibre and of the previous impact is quite reduced. However, for impact energies above 6J, previous impacts significantly reduce the recovered energy and the impact energy for which the perforation was achieved. The BGFn mat insert promotes a slightly improved impact response for both series of tests.

CONCLUSIONS

The present work studied the effect of the fiber type on the impact response of insert injection overmolding talc filled PP composites subjected to single impact and the multi-impacts tests, for which successive impacts with increasing energy were applied. The main conclusions that can be drawn were as follows:
- For single impact tests, the highest impact energy required to achieve impactor perforation is obtained with Kevlar insert while the highest percentage of energy recovered is achieved with biaxial glass fiber netting. The maximum impact stiffness was obtained with Kevlar insert, with both glass fibre inserts achieving similar results. The maximum post-impact load was also obtained with Kevlar insert, while the minimum for the multiaxial glass fibre mesh;
- For the multi-impact tests, the recovered energy and the dynamic stiffness show the same tendencies of the single impact tests. However, a significant difference was observed on the dynamic stiffness values for the multi-impacted specimens which decrease significantly after the peaking for an intermediate impact energy;
- The comparison of the recovered energy obtained for the multi-impact and single impact tests show that for low energy the effect of the insert fibre and of the previous impact is quite reduced, while for impact energies above 6J previous impacts reduce significantly the recovered energy and the impact energy for which the perforation was achieved.
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NOMENCLATURE

BGFn – Biaxial glass fiber netting;
GFRP – Glass fibre reinforced polymers;
Km – Kevlar mat;
MGFm - Multiaxial glass fiber mesh.